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Mind reader genie

Open the Mac App Store to buy and download apps. Akinator can read your mind and tell you what character you're thinking of, just asking a few questions. Think of a real or fictional character and Akinator will try to guess who he is. Do you dare challenge the genius? And other topics like movies, animals...? ###NEW###EXTEND your Akinator experience
with a user account! Akinator allows you to create your own user account. It will record the Aki Awards you've won, the accessories you've unlocked, and the balance of your Genizs. They will follow you everywhere now, even if you change your mobile device. 2 ADDITIONAL THEMES BESIDES DOATOR CHARACTERSAkinator is getting stronger and
stronger... The genius has increased his knowledge, and now you have the opportunity to challenge him also in movies and animals! Will you manage to defeat Akinator? GO IN SEARCH OF AKI AWARDSAkinator invites you to think outside the box. As you know, he likes to guess characters and face difficult challenges. To do this, make him guess
forgotten characters who haven't been played in a long time and you can win the best Aki Awards.BE THE BEST PLAYER THAT THE OTHER PLAYERS ON THE LEADERBOARD to prove who is the best. You can write your name on the latest awards board or in the Hall of Fame. KEEP GUESSINGEach day, try to find the 5 mysterious characters and win
some additional and specific Aki prizes. Complete the full Daily Challenge and win the Gold Daily Challenge Aki Award, one of the most prestigious Aki.UNLEASH YOUR CREATIVITY Using Geniz, you can unlock and play with new origins and customize your genius to your liking. The genius will turn into a vampire, cowboy or a disco. Unleash your creativity
by mixing 12 hats and 13 outfits to create your ideal combination. PLAY MORE, NO LIMITS! POTION FINAL unlocks all characters and removes all ads from the app to ensure you get the best gaming experience. Main features:-1 languages (French, English, Spanish, Portuguese, German, Japanese, Arabic, Russian, Italian, Chinese, Turkish, Korean,
Hebrew, Polish, Indonesian and Dutch)-Get 2 additional themes: Movies and Animals-Aki Awards Board to get an overview of your Hall of Fame collection with current and previous super awards ranking for black, Platinum and Gold Aki Awards-Daily Challenges Board-Add magic, proposing a photo or a few questions- Customize your genius by combining
different hats and child-clothing filter to allow kids to play safely-Video recording feature in the game---------------------------Follow the genius in:-Facebook @officialakinator-Twitter @akinator_team-Instagram tips from @akinatorgenieapp---------------------------Genie:-Akinator requires an Internet connection to use your magic lamp. Call Wi-Fi or make sure you
have a data plan.-Don't forget to scroll down the list to find and select your own Fix compatibility bugs from iOS14 I love this app is awesome and in my option it could use more work. I don't like how it has in app purchases, although it may not be something that big of a problem complaining about it is just I personally hate it in app purchases because it can
sometimes leave for scams or bait. So just to be careful pro I don't want to buy anything in the app, but that's just me. You can try and see if it doesn't scan your money, but just in case I don't put information on you or things like that. But again I have not tried because I'm afraid if it is a scam. And I don't like how you have to watch an ad to see your rare
character. Because it could be the opposite character you chose and it could be a waste of time. And some tips to fool the akinator (if you want) I think you should think of a difficult character that some of your family or friends don't know or you can press yes a lot of time or not a lot of times. I hope this review helps improve this game a little more, but again
that's a good app or so I wouldn't be writing this review (: So that's really funny and maybe a failure well the first part at least ok so I was playing and my character was me so I said yes to the girl and said that after it's your character a woman said yes then came Up is the female gender of your character said yes then asked me is your character a man a man
laughed no, then asked me if the gender of my character was male said no ok now the second part he asked me if my character used a female voice said yes so the answer came as my reflection I did not know that reflections could speak XD ok now the reason I do not like much more is because I did ticci toby once that said how his name ticci toby/toby
rodgers ok yes you can call him just toby but his full name is Tobais Rodgers so i changed his name to ticci toby/tobais rodgers the next day i wanted to see if he changed made all the things as tobyish as possible then he said Toby was a rare character why now he is a rare character when he wasn't yesterday please swap him back after reading all the other
reviews I was on about to get this game. My friend recommended it to me and I did it anyway. No problems except ads every time it will tell the answer. I personally hate ads, but about 5 seconds in the ad gives a jump option. So that's not really a big problem. The reason I didn't gave this 5 star game is because of children's locks. With the children's locks out
there may be some inappropriate questions that arise, with child locks on it keeps adult characters like VIP's you have to pay to see. So basically, it's a choice between pay and inappropriate questions. I prefer to choose a non-existent choice without payment and without inappropriate questions. The game play Very fun and addictive as you can get to any
obscure character answering questions and winning prizes to guess that particular character. You can change what the genius looks like and he even knows when you're just inventing something or playing randomly. I got Akinator a while back and still occasionally touch it. I recommend this game. The developer, Elokence, indicated that the app's privacy
practices may include data handling as described below. For more information, see the developer's privacy policy. The following data may be used to track you through applications and websites owned by other companies: Contact information identifier usage data The following data may be collected but is not linked to your identity: Contact Info Content
Content Identifiers Use Data Privacy Practices may vary, for example, based on the features you use or your age. Learn more Developer Website App Support Privacy Policy Elokence is looking for... a Korean moderator/translator (English). It's a paid job. Submit your details and skills by clicking the button below. Select the Translation subject. Learn more
Ghostbur (Dream SMP), trend of December 18, 2020 Follow AkiBuzz Remember in the movie Big when that kid stood in front of a carnival wish concession machine called Zoltar and said: I would like to be great before turning into Tom Hanks? Of course you know. That was the moment when many of us fell in love with amusing cartomantes who seem to
have mystical powers. With smartphones there is no shortage of apps and games of geniuses that allow us to find this kind of carnival fun without ever having to get up from the couch. Akinator is a great example of a game of geniuses that tries to replicate what it's like to stand in front of a mind reader at a fair. Akinator is a fun app that breaks with the tired
game format in which many entertainment apps seem to fall. The free app is a great waster team that sees you put up against a mind-reading genius named Akinator who will try to guess the character or guess the celebrity you're thinking of. The idea is to try to touch him while he tries to read his mind. Think of a character, whether real or fictional. Do you
have one? Good. That's what Akinator will try to guess. The idea is to make it difficult for him to guess the character you have in mind. He's going to ask you questions to try to figure out who you're thinking about. His job is to dive deep into the back corners of his mind to find something that will be challenging for him to discover. Recent updates to the genius
game allow Akinator not only guess the celebrity or guess the character, he can now work his magic to animals and movies too. Now, this is a game of genius, after all, so it is not necessary to say that there is a prize to be won by stumbling successfully in Akinator. You will work to try to find 5 mysterious mysterious characters for this app guess the character
every day. Find them and you'll win special prizes. The Best Aki Awards is your ultimate goal. But it all starts with making it difficult for Akinator. This fun game also includes a leaderboard feature that allows you to gun to first place by counting bragging rights along the way. Challenge other players and see who built the best defense against Akinator's mental
reading powers. You can download Akinator from the App Store or Google Play. Today I am very excited because I will share with you an amazing collection of games for Android that can read your mind. You will be surprised that as these games know what you are thinking. What's on your mind? As you play these games, you will find them more fun and
interesting as well. Your mind will get involved, and your free time will pass quickly. You can also try these mind reader games for android on your friends. Different mind reader games guess different things, for example, some games say about the person you're thinking about, some say the digits in your mind and some show the image in your mind. These
games are free. You can touch them whenever you want to surprise yourself, your friends or family. In addition, anyone, children or adults can enjoy these mind reader games. Here is the list of the 4 best mind reader games for android that you can easily get from the Play Store. Continue reading to find out which one is more magical. Akinator Akinator is the
most famous and played mind reader game in the world for android. You can tell the person or character in your mind. Simply, you answer a few questions and in seconds the genius will tell you about the person who is in your thoughts. This person can be your family member or your favorite celebrity. Genie can track your thoughts and make you aware of
the people who are ruling over your thoughts. With Akinator, you can see genius in different looks, like a disco man or a cow boy. To test the genius's skills, you can offer him challenges and get amazing results. Don't worry about language because this mind reader game is available in 15 languages. There is also much more to play with Akinator. READING
YOUR MIND This mind reader game can tell you about the numbers and photos that come into your mind. There is a collection of photos and the range from 1 to 63 numbers. Way that, you should take one or more and leave it in the app to guess. The secret of your mind will be open to you. Only you have to answer the question in a word that may be yes or
no. This mind reader game can also tell you about the date of birth of your friend and your friend. Mind Reader (Card) Trick) In this game, the cards will be shown to you and you have to have in mind the card you select. And the next moment, your selected card will be displayed on the screen to surprise you. This game is easy to master. Master. Mind
Reading Trick – Magic trick with secret If you want to know the tricks of mind reading, then this is the app of your choice. First, this app will read your mind and then tell your secret so you can play it with friends for fun. Akinator is my favorite game because it surprised me a lot by reading my mind correctly. Other games are also good because they can also
guess the things that are stored in our memory. Which mind reader game would you like to play? Let us know in the comments. Comments.
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